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Abstract
Quantum Information is a new paradigm of information processing, where the systems used
to store, transmit, and process data obey the laws of quantum mechanics.
One of the cornerstones of Quantum Information is the no-cloning theorem, stating that there
exist no perfect "quantum copy machine". The no-cloning theorem is deeply connected with
Heisenberg's uncertainty principle and with the impossibility of faster-than-light signalling,
and allows for new cryptographic protocols with applications ranging from unforgeable credit
cards to secure communication over an insecure transmission line.
In this talk I will present attempts to go beyond the no-cloning theorem, considering quantum
processes that produce approximate copies with the best accuracy allowed by the laws of
quantum mechanics. After introducing the fundamental features of approximate cloning
processes, I will discuss how cloning can be treated as a special case of a more general task,
the amplification of quantum signals. As a specific example, I will present a new result on the
ultimate quantum limits to the amplification of coherent states of light, considering both
deterministic and non-determinstic processes, and relating these limits to recent experimental
breakthroughs on non-deterministic quantum optical amplification.
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